Clustering Method
Given a macromolecule, an atom i with coordinate of x i is assigned into one of the clusters in iterative steps and there are C 1 , C 2 …C N clusters. In the initial step, N is the number of atoms in a macromolecule and N may vary after each iteration. A cluster l has T atoms. The geometric center of C l is C l = 1 l x j j=1 l ! . In each iteration, a given atom i is assigned to cluster l if the Euclidean distance between x i and the geometric center of the lth cluster C l is less than D followed by an updated on C l accordingly. All atoms are clustered iteratively into N clusters until there is no additional assignment of atoms among these clusters as C l [l=1…N] converges.
Potential energy of coarse-grained macromolecular crowders
In order to maintain the shape of these macromolecular crowders in the simulation, bond strength, bond angle and dihedral energy were used.
The bond strength between bead i and bead j follows the formula below: The bond angle among three consecutive beads i, j and k has the following form: The dihedral energy for four consecutive beads i, j, k, and l has the following form: ϕ is the dihedral angle among the geometry center of A, geometry center of B, geometry center of C and geometry center of D.
Folding free energy calculation by the Scaled Particle Theory (SPT)
An analytical solution of the folding free energy difference (∆∆G uf ) between the bulk and crowded conditions is computed by the SPT with a mixture of spherical crowders. We have used two methods developed by Minton or Zhou: 1) ∆∆G uf (SPT-Minton) satisfies the following
2) ∆∆G uf (SPT-Zhou) satisfies the following formula [2] ,
φ i is the volume of fraction of crowders for the ith type of crowder with radius r i . i ranges from 1 to 50. R g (fold) is the radius of gyration of apoazurin in the folded state and R g (unfold) is the radius of gyration of apoazurin in the unfolded state. In this work, R g (fold) = 15.1Å and R g (unfold) = 35.1Å. These values were obtained from our coarse-grained molecular simulation at 1.32k B T/ε, the folding temperature T f of apoazurin in the bulk condition.
Coarse-grained modeling of a protein
A side chain C α model (SCM) [3] that includes two beads per amino acid (except glycine) was used to represent the structure of testing protein (apoazurin). The crystal structure of apoazurin was obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB:1E65). Apoazurin is a two-state fast folding protein in experiments [4] ; therefore the use of structural-based model is adequate for modeling the folding of apoazurin. A detailed description of the structure-based (Go-type [5] ) Hamiltonian can be found in a previous study [6] . Apoazurin was placed in a periodic cubic box and the length of the box is 1140Å. Crowder models were randomly assigned into the box. In addition, considering the heterogeneity of the crowders in the HS and PD model, 10 independent simulations were each performed where an apoazurin protein was randomly inserted into ten different void positions in a cytoplasmic model.
Computation of the local volume available for apoazurin in the presence of crowders
A void is formed by the fluctuation of particles in a crowded system. We computed a parameter, named "local free volume" < LV free > that measures the size of such void available to an apoazurin in a crowded medium. < LV free > is computed by the particle insertion method of Widom [7] shown in Figure S1 : First, in a crowded solution, a defined sphere Z A with radius of 114 Å is centered at the center of mass (COM) of an apoazurin. A hard sphere with a radius of 45.3Å (equals to 3 / 5 times 35.1Å, the radius of gyration of apoazurin in the unfolded state [1]) is randomly inserted into Z A for N times. Note that the radius of 45.3Å is the same value as the one we have used for the unfolded state in the abovementioned SPT calculations. An attempted insertion of a testing hard sphere is accepted only when its volume does not overlap with other crowders' in Z A . Set volume of Z A to be V=(4π/3)×114 3 Å 3 . If an attempt of insertion is accepted for N' times, then < LV free > = N'V/N. <> represents an ensemble average. Figure S1 . Illustration of the algorithm for the calculation of the local free volume (see the definition in the Method section) for a test protein apoazurin. The largest black circle represents a sphere of radius 114Å, the red circle represents the coarse-grained macromolecules and the blue circle with broken lines represents the two possible positions for a test bead upon an insertion process. The radius of the blue sphere is 45.3Å. Figure S2 . Radius of gyration of apoazurin as a function of temperature in the presence of cytoplasm made of (A) HS model and (B) PD model. For each model, apoazurin was randomly inserted into 10 different voids in the cytoplasm. 10 independent simulations were performed and each trajectory was represented by a curve in the figure. Figure S3 . Distribution of the potential energy in replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations. Temperature ranges from 1.13k B T/ε to 1.57k B T/ε. Figure S4 . Illustration of all-atomistic structure (AA), PD model (PD) and HS model (HS) for three proteins: ribosome recycling factor (Frr); alkyl hydroperoxide reductase subunit C (AhpC) and phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK). Our test protein is apoazurin, which is showed both in new cartoon representation and a cyan bead. The radius of the cyan bead equals to the radius of gyration of apoazurin.
